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Abstract— In today’s modern business environment, data
is growing rapidly and we are drowning in huge data “big
data”. Increasing in the volume of data, the ways to manage
big data have been changed as compare to traditional ways.
Concept of Data warehouse emerged to mange this huge
data volume and absolute the tradition transaction systems
(OLTP). Business adopted them as an alternative of
traditional transactional systems. Dimension modeling
provides number of different techniques to design these new
systems (OLAP) efficiently to meet the intelligence
requirements of business by providing intended support of
user’s inquiries. In this paper, we analyze the challenges
faced by dimension modeling for designing these systems
especially for business intelligence with respect to their
functionality, architecture, structure and enhance the
performance and consistency of new business dimensions.
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In this figure, four difference types of business are
shown with their different dimensions.

Intelligence, Data Warehouse.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated,
time variant and non-volatile collection of data to
chart out decision-making process [1]. The great
concern of top management of any business
enterprises is historical data to analyse the business
patterns and for the purpose of critical decisions. DW
especially designed for analysing and querying the
structured data of business by separation into facts and
dimensions as the business are more dynamic in
today’s competitive environment and their dimensions
have also been change dynamically.

Businesses are analysed with respect to its
dimensions. For example, a manager marketing is
more concerning with the revenue by their local
offices, diversity of the customers and the version of
the product. The fact which the management wants to
know is the revenue. How the different dimensions are
important for any business?
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II. APPROCHES
The extraction and capturing of data for any
business, organization uses different approaches. ER
model approach is use as a basic approach to depict
the relationship of any business while dimension
model greatly visualize the whole process of the
business which can be easy and helpful to understand
the whole business process by the analyst.
III. DIMENSIONAL MEDEL
This model is commonly used to enhance the
performance of query from huge data. The extraction
of business dimension is store in dimensional table to
show the dimensions with its description:
Fact Tables:
The detail of business transactions have been
recorded in the fact tables. This table contains the keys
and different fact values of the business.

Star Scheme:
After linking all the dimensions to fact table, star
schema is developed and represented graphically in
the following.
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intelligent systems. There are essential component s
are dimensional and fact tables. Dimensional
modeling have to face some important issues and
challenges which must be consider properly as the
efficiency of user inquires depends only one the
modeling of the system. In future, we are going to
present the dimensional modeling in respect to some
specific system.
All the dimensions are linked by the foreign keys to
the fact table. This schema present the sales fact of the
business with the dimensions are customer, product
and store.
IV. DATA CUBE APPROACH
An important approach which is defined the
characteristics of dimensions which are interested for
business organization. It is also bases on the
dimensions. This approach is quite suitable for
analytical processing while the star schema is more
suitable for processing query. Cube is also a three
dimensional (3-D) which is the product sale in terms
of location and time.
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